OUR USP
Good Listener
Every client has a unique requirement of his Own. One has
to be a good and Patient Listener in order to recognize those
needs and offer them a tailor made solution. If you do not
listen you cannot deliver to their individual requirement. We
are trained to be good listeners.

Working at wee hours
International business means dealing with countries having
different time Zone. Some may be ahead of you and some
may be behind. So unless we expand our working hours, we
miss a working day. We at PSAFL SPEEDMARK have an
extended working time which is nearly 18 hours a day and
24 X 7 incase of AOG consignments.
Pallab Kumar Mukherjee
CEO / Managing Director

Service makes the difference

Every freight forwarding company carries out the same broad functions, then why should
clients come to us? It is not because of what we can deliver during the normal period,
but what we can deliver during the hour of crisis. It is during that time ones worth is
proved. Our commitment, our honest efforts and our perseverance keep us going.
Treating the problems of our clients as our own develop sincerity within and that is
where the SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.

About Us
The Company

We introduce ourselves as an IATA & FIATA accredited, MTO registered International
Freight Forwarding company having a global network of logistics services.

The Management
The Company in India is stewarded by Pallab Mukherjee, CEO / Managing Director of
the company since its inception. He has an experience of 24 years in International Freight
Management in both air/sea and domestic cargo. He has been traveling all round the
globe ever since to meet the exporters/ importers directly, to interact with the airlines
and the liners. In his earlier years he himself had worked for reputed international
companies in Freight Forwarding Industry.

Facing the problem upfront and not hiding
from it
Nobody in the world can claim that there had been no
mistake at any point of their career, however effort he/she
might have given. But the problem is, people tend to avoid
the customers to save their skin in hours of trouble. We have
been trained to face the brunt at the time of crisis and not
to hide from it. Solutions come out in discussion, avoidance
complicates the situation further.

Honest effort
We in PSAFL SPEEDMARK give our best shot honestly towards
the delivery of our job. We might succeed in most and fail
in some, but in the heart of our hearts we know that we had
tried our best and did not comprise in service. Dedication
and Perseverance always pay-and that is our motto.
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Branching through India
Our Head Office Personnel

Manoj Kumar Gupta

Paramita Mukherjee

CFO

Customer Relationship Manager

Amit Kumar Shaw

International Business Development Manager

Aims & Objectives

Branching through India

Having various offices in the different cities of India namely New Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata, Hyderabad, Coimbatore, Chennai, Bangalore and Nasik. We train all
the staffs to be customer friendly and service oriented. We aim to make our
company people to give a feeling of home when they interact with the clients
and take away their worries. Personal close contacts with a smile is what a
KOLKATA
Kalidas Ganguly

NEW DELHI
Neeraj Taxali

Branch Manager

MUMBAI
Sachin Lokhande

Branch Manager

Branch Manager

customer needs today and that is exactly what we are after for. In the age of
recession, Job-Curtailment and computer age, each and every customer is under
tremendous manpower shortage. Under this present scenario they need the
freight forwarders to act as their liaison on their behalf and help them reduce
their stress. This is the point where PSAFL SPEEDMARK comes into the picture.
We give them the feeling as if they are working with their own sister concern
and not as any outsourcing company.

CHENNAI
Arunkumar K

Branch Manager

BANGALURU
Amit Anand CA
Branch Manager

We try to help them by taking load off their shoulders and interacting with the
suppliers/consignors as the case may be on their behalf world wide. Our sole
aim is to provide a service that remains unmatchable at all point of time.
Competition of price may exist but not competition of service. Let the clients
treat our service as UNCOMPARABLE.

Our Sales Force

GLOBAL SPEEDMARK MANAGEMENT

PSAFL SPEEDMARK INDIA TEAM

PSAFL SPEEDMARK HEAD QUARTER TEAM

Our Operations

Our Facilities

Our Vision of Life while
in Business

Empty stomach does not open up the brain. So providing food to
the little ones in between classes makes them happy and is an
added attraction to come for studying.

'Corporate Social Responsibility' is the go of the day today
among the business fraternity but we believe in Corporate
Social Empathy'. If emotion and heart are not attached in
serving the less fortunates of the society, then 'Pride' creeps
in silently. Your patronage in our business has a cause and
that should be a constant reminder for us to serve. We share

The elders are also our own. Even in remote villages of Sunderbans
they have no blankets to keep them warm. We are there to provide
such to them.

the same land, soil, water and sky with all, yet, one wastes
meal aplenty being completely ignorant that another does
not get one square meal a day. When will our heart bleed,
when shall we feel the pain for them ? May this pain be
reflected in our heart and that be manifested in sincerity
towards our work.

Future who's who of the country !! We are striving to make your
dream come true one day. Today's orphans shall be respectable
citizens tomorrow.
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Devastating fire in Kolkata bustee has taken away every thing
from the poor people Food, Shelter and clothing. We are
trying to be by their side in their hour of need.

Practice what you preach !!! After all it is a Labour of Love.

Boats are stacked with food, clothes, drinking water and
medicines. These are to be carried into the remotest parts of
sunderbans which had been washed away by the devastating
Aila and are practically out of bounds.

We believe in personal services. So our team arrives for an on spot inspection and to
help during the AILA flood in Sunderbans. One has to see the suffering to feel the pain.
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Our Achievements
Having the distinction of bringing the First ever
technologically class DREAMLINER Engine in India
for Air INDIA. The Handling of this engine from
USA to India was a challenge in its own terms.
Importing a Top urgent Project cargo of a single

Pallab Mukherjee in Chicago before loading the
DREAMLINER engine in the Aircraft.

30 ton Boiler Machine from UK to India for Bharat
Heavy Electrical Limited (BHEL) by Air with a transit
time of 48 hours to be precise via Germany. Every
minute of this movement was under the scanner
of Heavy Industries Ministry, Government of India.
Clearance at Kolkata Airport was done in precisely
3 hours 40 minutes.

Our Strength &
Expertise
l

Av i a t i o n I n d u st r i es

l

Solar Industries

l

Retail Garment Segment

l

Leather Industries

l

Paints & Chemicals

l

Automobile Industries

l

Project Import & Export

l

Medical Instruments

l

Hospitality Industries

The client says it all.

Pallab Mukherjee went to Germany to Oversees the
loading of this Machine in the Aircraft.
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